PARTICIPATION IN REPRESENTATIVE SCHOOL EVENTS

Students with poor behaviour or performance should be precluded from participating in events.

Identifying these students:

1. Those students on behaviour checks (lesson checks).
2. Students who have had a number of recent incident sheets reported to year level coordinator, home group teacher or administration.
3. Staff can indicate to year level coordinator or home group teacher a concern about a particular student (either behaviour or performance concern).

Lists of students selected to represent school in events will be published and checked by year level coordinator's. The option is left open for students to be able to negotiate with year level coordinator or home group teacher.

Year level coordinator's inform the team organiser of any students who will be excluded from the event or who has been allowed to attend after negotiation.

Work and crowd attendance:

Event organisers to check with subject teachers that students will see them about work missed.

1. If only a small number of students from different classes then work is expected to be caught up.
2. If a large number of students from a class then alternative work provided for the remainder of class or buddy-up of groups where possible.
3. If a local event, it is up to the discretion of the teacher supervising the class group as to whether they provide a crowd or complete work.